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ABSTRACT

Objective: To determine the frequency and intensity of shoulder pain in stroke patients and explore any relation of shoulder pain with the side of involvement and the primary etiology of stroke.

Study Design: A cross-sectional descriptive study.

Place and Duration of Study: Armed Forces Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine (AFIRM), Rawalpindi from January 2012 to June 2012.

Material and Methods: Through non-probability convenience sampling 100 patients of both genders satisfying the World Health Organization clinical definition of stroke and reporting within one year of stroke development were included and those with cognitive dysfunction and rheumatic diseases or a history of chronic pain prior to the stroke were excluded. Shoulder pain was defined as pain in the shoulder area requiring analgesia for two or more consecutive days and its intensity was graded on visual analogue scale (VAS).

Results: Of 100 patients (mean age: 63 ±18 years), majority were males (76%), diagnosed with ischemic stroke (80%) and had a right sided pain (44%). Patients with moderate to severe pain were more common (83.3%). On comparison with the type of stroke, the pain was more prevalent on left side (72.7%) and in patients of ischemic stroke (62.5%). However, these relations were statistically insignificant (p=0.061 and p=0.197 respectively).

Conclusion: More than half of the stroke patients reporting to our institute developed shoulder pain in first year after stroke the majority of whom had moderate to severe pain. The shoulder pain is not related to the primary etiology of stroke and side of involvement.
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INTRODUCTION

Pain in hemiplegic shoulder is a common complication after stroke. The presence of pain discourages movement and may hinder recovery. Thus pain in these patients needs to be effectively treated or prevented so that rehabilitation strategies can be used effectively. Pain is an important factor in delaying rehabilitation and prolonging hospital admission in stroke survivors1. Shoulder pain in stroke patients may be due to shoulder subluxation, rotator cuff impingement/tear, adhesive capsulitis, bicipital tendonitis or other reasons2-6. Bad positioning, improper transfer techniques and trauma in initial days after stroke may play part in pain etiology5.

Internationally, the prevalence of shoulder pain ranges from 11% to 40%7 and it is established as an important factor in delaying rehabilitation and increasing the cost of management as well as hospital burden in stroke patients7. So far, little is known about prevalence, pattern and intensity of pain in stroke survivors in Pakistan. In this study, we aimed at determining the frequency and intensity of shoulder pain in stroke patients who presented to a tertiary care rehabilitation setting in Pakistan. The secondary aim was to find any relation of shoulder pain prevalence with the side of involvement and the primary etiology of stroke.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

It was a cross-sectional study carried out at Armed Forces Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine (AFIRM), Rawalpindi from January 2012 to June 2012. Patients of both genders (age:
30 - 80 years) who fulfilled the World Health Organization clinical definition of stroke\(^6\) and reported within one year of stroke development were included in the study. Patients with cognitive dysfunction and rheumatic diseases or a history of chronic pain prior to the stroke were excluded. Hundred patients were recruited through non-probability consecutive sampling from the outdoor specialized Stroke rehabilitation clinic and the indoor rehabilitation ward. Shoulder pain was defined as pain in the shoulder area requiring analgesia on two or more consecutive days\(^9\). At the time of the interview, patients indicated their worst self-perceived pain on a 0-100 mm visual analog scale (VAS) marked at one end as “no pain” and at the other as “worst imaginable pain”\(^10\). VAS score “0” was defined as no pain, “10 to 30” as mild pain, “40 to 70” as moderate and “80 -100” as severe pain\(^10\). The samples were followed for 4 months to register any pain complaint arising in the shoulder.

The data had been analyzed with the help of SPSS V 20 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Mean and standard deviation (SD) were calculated for age. Frequencies along with percentages were calculated for gender, primary etiology of stroke, side of involvement of pain, presence of pain and the pain intensity groups based on VAS. Pearson’s Chi Square test was applied to study the association of pain with primary etiology and the side of involvement. A \(p\)-value <0.05 was considered significant.

**RESULTS**

There were a total of 100 patients (mean age: 63 ± 18 years). Seventy-six (76%) were males and 24 (24%) were females. Eighty were diagnosed with ischemic and 20 with hemorrhagic stroke. Forty-four percent had right sided while 56% had left sided weakness. Shoulder pain was found in 58% of the patients. Ten patients could not grade their pain on VAS despite fulfilling the criteria of having shoulder pain. Eight (8%) patients graded their pain as mild, 26 (26%) as moderate and 14 (14%) as severe (fig-1). Among those who commented, the patients with moderate to severe pain were more common (83.3%) than the patients with mild pain (16.7%). On comparing presence of shoulder pain with the type of stroke, the pain was more prevalent in patients of ischemic stroke (62.5%) than hemorrhagic stroke (40%). Considering the side the pain was more common on left side (72.7%) than right side (46.4%). However, both these relations were statistically insignificant (\(p=0.061\)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Absent</th>
<th>(p)-value (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary etiology of stroke</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ischemic stroke</td>
<td>50 (62.5)</td>
<td>30 (37.5)</td>
<td>0.197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemorrhagic stroke</td>
<td>8 (40.0)</td>
<td>12 (60.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side of pain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>32 (72.7)</td>
<td>12 (27.3)</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>26 (46.4)</td>
<td>30 (53.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

While considerable discussion has been done in the literature on issues related to the painful shoulder and its management, the condition remains prevalent and typically seems to be accepted as an accepted and inevitable entity in stroke patients\(^11\). The pain in shoulder limits activity of this joint discouraging the use of upper extremity and preventing the patients to take part in useful motor activity and acquire potential motor recovery with and without assistive technology. All the current and future motor therapy systems such as functional electrical stimulation, constraint induced movement therapy, robotics and virtual reality depend exclusively upon movement around shoulder joint and would be useless if pain around shoulder joint cannot be better managed\(^12\ - 16\).

The prevalence of shoulder pain in stroke patients reported internationally has shown some variance. An American study conducted
by Dromeric et al reported shoulder pain prevalence of 37% (n=17) in 46 subjects; 7 of whom already had pain before onset of stroke. A Swedish study registered a little lower prevalence of 22% and 24% at follow-up of 4 months and 16 months post stroke onset in 416 stroke patients and it corresponded well to a prevalence of 23% observed in another population based study. Wanklyn and colleagues found a prevalence of 20% in their subjects that began immediately after stroke. Conflicting results have come up with two other British studies. Langhorne and colleagues found a prevalence rate of 9% and Gamble et al found a prevalence of 40% in 311 and 152 patients respectively. Our study has shown by Dromeric et al reported shoulder pain prevalence of 37% (n=17) in 46 subjects; 7 of whom already had pain before onset of stroke. A Swedish study registered a little lower prevalence of 22% and 24% at follow-up of 4 months and 16 months post stroke onset in 416 stroke patients and it corresponded well to a prevalence of 23% observed in another population based study. Wanklyn and colleagues found a prevalence of 20% in their subjects that began immediately after stroke. Conflicting results have come up with two other British studies. Langhorne and colleagues found a prevalence rate of 9% and Gamble et al found a prevalence of 40% in 311 and 152 patients respectively. Our study has shown that 58% of the patients presented with stroke complained of pain in the shoulder joint. This increased incidence of pain probably resulted from a liberal criteria set by us for inclusion i.e. we included individuals who had pain requiring analgesia for just two days. Other studies have generally used relatively strict criteria e.g. enrolling patients who had pain for at least two weeks.

Considering the intensity of shoulder pain, majority of the patients (83.3%) graded their pain as of moderate to severe intensity. Comparing the patient groups based on intensity of pain, the patients with moderate to severe pain were more common than the patients with mild pain. These results are relevant to the Swedish study conducted by Lindgren and colleagues which also concluded that 79% of the patients had moderate to severe pain. Jonson and colleagues in another study from Sweden also found moderate to severe pain as more frequent (32%) at four months post stroke which decreased to (21%) on second follow up after 16 months.

On comparing presence of shoulder pain with the type of stroke, the pain was more common in patients of ischemic stroke (62.5%) than hemorrhagic stroke (40%). However, this predominance was not statistically significant. (p=0.061) Lindgren and colleagues also found slightly larger prevalence of shoulder pain in patients of ischemic stroke (22.3%) than hemorrhagic stroke (17.6%) and they too did not find any significance (p=0.202). Considering the side, the pain was more common on left (72.7%) than right side (46.4%), adding, that this relations was statistically insignificant (p=0.197). The pain in shoulder joint in stroke patients is usually difficult to link with a single pathology. However, four general types of inciting factors can be identified such as joint pain; muscle pain; pain from altered sensitivity and shoulder-hand pain syndrome.

In routine clinical practice, patients may present with different combinations of these types complicating differential diagnosis. Therefore, detailed imaging and clinical examination should be included to reveal the true pathology, and in turn to allow for effective management. Possible strategies to prevent shoulder pain...
have been discussed in several studies. In one report, it was recommended that patients with stroke should be taught to use a range-of-motion exercise program to prevent shoulder pain. There is also evidence for the efficacy of supportive devices in preventing shoulder subluxation and pain. Another report suggested that electrical stimulation may have a potential as treatment to promote motor recovery and possibly prevent shoulder pain, but further studies must be more carefully designed to obtain more reliable results.

The study had few limitations. First, the sample size was relatively smaller compared to the huge population of Pakistan. Secondly, we did not explore the primary etiology of shoulder pain that would have improved the statistics about the innate trends of shoulder pain. Needless to say that this was one of the few studies in which the information about local population of stroke has been explored. A more definitive study of the pathophysiology of shoulder pain in stroke patients combined with imaging and electrophysiological data is necessitated using a larger sample.

CONCLUSION

More than half of the stroke patients reporting to our institute developed shoulder pain in first year after stroke the majority of whom had moderate to severe pain. The shoulder pain is not related to the primary etiology of stroke and side of involvement.
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